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Dear CERT Family,
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Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, “Whom shall I send? And who will go for us?
And I said, “Here am I, send me!” Isaiah 6:8
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One month of 2015 is already … gone. Yet one CERT team has returned from the mission field of Mexico,
where 37 asked Jesus to save them. Thanks be to God, the Lord of the harvest. And thanks to your prayers and
support … CERT is a way for people to GO, a way for people to say “Here am I, send me!”
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Ten more mission trips are scheduled for 2015. Only one, our February trip into Peru’s Amazon Jungle is
complete with team members, thus we are asking for your help to fill the other nine. Enclosed are two 2015
trip calendars, one for you and one for you to prayerfully give to another prospective team member(s). The
pleas for assistance are more than “we” can ever provide.
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As always … in the last few weeks we have received multiple requests for CERT teams:
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Three different requests from Pakistan
Three different requests from India
Just yesterday a request from Uganda
Last week a request from Sierra Leon
Last Thursday a new request from Peru
And a recent plea for Moldova …
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It is so difficult telling the above requests, “We are sorry, but we just can’t right now, we don’t have
enough resources or team members.” But we are praying with your prayers, help and support … God will
provide more in 2015.
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Yes it is tough saying no … at this time. But there is ALWAYS HOPE … just as we are saying yes to two new
trips in 2015. One is to southern Mexico in May with long standing CERT partner Richard Moore, and
another to Haiti in September with a new partner. With God … there is ALWAYS HOPE. Psalm 71:14
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Please forgive me if this seems “out of line” … but being in the position we are; recruiting team members to
GO in obedience to the Great Commission. I can’t help but wonder how God feels when we hear Him whisper
Whom shall I send? And who will go for us? and instead of saying, “Here am I, send me!” we roll over
on our pillow … and go back to sleep.
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We know … everybody can’t Go, and not everybody can help someone to Go. But we can all do something …
the question and the answer are vertical … between each of us and the Lord. What is our reply ?
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He told them, “The harvest is plentiful, but the workers are few. Ask the Lord of
the harvest, therefore, to send out workers into his harvest field. Luke 10:2
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><> Here am I, I want to help send another .
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><> Here am I, I am going to do something .
Thank you for your faithful love, your prayers and your support. We always thank God for you!
In Christ alone,
e
Bruc

Bruce Rainwater
CERT Staff
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PS… Please check-out and share our
NEW WEBSITE at … www.certinternational.org
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